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UCDB offers discounts 
on transfers and for 
diploma holders

Students from other institutions who wish 
to transfer the course to Dom Bosco Catholic 
University, or diploma holders who wish to start a 
new degree, have discounts on tuition fees for the 
entire course. The request can be made at the Call 
Center (www.ucdb.br), in the administrative block 
of the Tamandaré campus.

Satisfied with her choice of UCDB, law student 
Samana Dionea da Silva Fonseca took the 
opportunity to study with quality and at a discount:

“I’m new to the state, before I 
moved, I heard a lot of people 
speak well about the institution, 
so I decided to check it out and 
did a little research about UCDB. 
Of the three colleges I have at-
tended, this one excelled in tea-
ching and organization, not to men-
tion the structure, very beautiful. I cite 
as advantages the directory, the extension and 
preparation courses. I really enjoyed it, including 
thinking about doing a post here, as soon as I finish 
my degree”.Advantages reach 30% 

discount for graduates
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Silvana Romanini Monti, UCDB’s 3rd semester 
student of Architecture and Urbanism, was 
transferred to Católica in the second semester of 
last year and also approved the choice:

“UCDB is undoubtedly extremely 
organized and I really like this or-
ganization, the university’s rigi-
dity in terms of time, methodo-
logy and how the tests are. It’s 
all very well organized. Teachers 
have a lot of knowledge. I love 
studying at UCDB and it’s meeting 
my expectations”. 

FOR DIPLOMA HOLDER
- graduates get up to 30% off
  in tuition
- graduated from other institutions have 20%
  discount

(discounts for payment by the 5th of each 
month)
Submit documentation by July 18

FOR TRANSFER
- exemption from tuition
- 25% off tuition fees throughout the 
course

(Payment by the 5th of each month)
Submit documentation by July 18



Hugo & Guilherme rocked the crowd 
that filled the biggest University June 
Festival of Mato Grosso do Sul (8th), 
the June Festival of UCDB. The duo from 
Goiás took the opportunity to release 
the songs of the third DVD “No pelo em 
Campo Grande”, recorded in the Capital 
in September last year, featuring the 
hits “Conveniência”, “Na Maldade” and 
“Imagina”, as well as the unprecedented 
“Namorada Reserva” and “Teste da 
Mãozinha”. Singer Felipe Santos, duo 
Marco Antonio & Gabriel and DJ Panda 
also performed before the main show.

“We realize the happiness of the 
students in being together at the UCDB 

June Party and also in being able to 
raise funds so that they can afford their 
graduation. The biggest university June 
Festival in our state is already a tradition 
and, for us, continuing this festival is a 
source of great joy”, celebrated the Dean 
of UCDB, Fr. Ricardo Carlos.

Divided into various stalls, the students 
took the opportunity to market pastries, 
mulled wine, hot dogs, carreteiro rice, 
kebabs, sweets and drinks. “Our goal is 
to raise money to attend a festival next 
year. We were very excited about this 
opportunity”, said 5th semester law 
scholar Geyse Espinosa, member of the 
UCDB Choir.

Hugo & Guilherme
launches new DVD
at the UCDB June Party
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The biggest university june party in Mato Grosso do Sul
also featured singer Felipe Santos,
Marco Antônio & Gabriel and DJ Panda
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Public school students participate
in Public Health Day at UCDB

Students from the municipal schools 
Elizabel Maria Gomes Sales (in the Santa Luzia 
neighborhood) and Elpídio Reis (Mata do 
Jacinto) participated, on June 7, in the Public 
Health Day, an action that integrates the 
Public Health extension project, involving 
50 students from the Biology, Nursing, 
Nutrition, Psychology, Veterinary 
Medicine, Biomedicine, Social Work and 
Pedagogy courses.

“Our main goal is to bring students 
from the municipal school system 
to have a different reality here on 
campus. This is being a big science 
lab for them”, explained project 
coordinator Magyda Arabia Araji 
Dahroug Moussa.

She noted that students go 
through the Veterinary Hospital, 
Wildlife Laboratory, Vivarium, 
receive information on how 
to fight dengue mosquito and 

other diseases. They also attended a dance 
class with the Physical Education students and 
met the UCDB Courtyard. Every Friday students 
from two schools are expected to visit the 
institution’s structure, one in each period.

For the teacher of the science laboratory 
of Elpídio Reis Municipal School, Mauro 
Vinícius, the visit was very important, mainly 
because the students had learned more 
about the environment. “With these talks, 
the children were able to learn more about 
the need to take care of the animals and the 
environment in which we live, and all this 
information will contribute not only to their 
performance during class, but also to become 
adults aware of the impacts they generate in 
the environment in which they live”, said the 
teacher.

More information on “Public Health in Action 
and Extension” can be obtained through the 
UCDB Extension Programs and Projects Area by 
calling (67) 3312-3758.

maxresdefault

Event is part of the Public Health Extension Project
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Dom Bosco Catholic University has had its 
own Evaluation Committee (CPA) for over 25 
years, even before the obligation (Law 10,861 
April 2004). It has the function of promoting 
and developing the evaluation of the University 
in a continuous and ethical manner, seeking 
to identify institutional policies, the quality of 
teaching, research and extension.

“We do the didactic-pedagogical evaluation 
of all subjects, all semesters. In the second year, 
we evaluate the courses and internships, and 
in the third year, in addition to the subjects, 
we evaluate the institution”, explains CPA 

coordinator Maineide Zanotto Velasques.
Through this tool, it is possible to make 

adjustments in the curriculum of the courses, 
check the form of methodology applied, 
improvements in the physical structure of the 
University, among others. “Now, for example, 
we have the active methodologies in which we 
build a new institutional development plan, 
exactly to say what matters to the student. If 
the discipline is difficult to understand, we make 
new formations of academic propositions”, 
exemplifies the coordinator. For more 
information contact via email cpa@ucdb.br.

Commission has existed at UCDB for over 25 years;law became mandatory in 2004

Own Evaluation Committee 
seeks to hear the opinion 

of students to improve 
institution

Opinions and suggestions from 
the academic community are 
heard by CPA
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DONATIONS ARE DELIVERED

MASSES

SOLEMNITY

More than 1,300 pieces collected during the campaign “Ironing - Ironing for us that 
we pass on” were delivered on the 18th to the non-governmental organization Casa 
da Solidariedade, in Jardim Itamaracá, Campo Grande.

On June 28, Friday, the solemn 
Mass of the Sacred Heart of 
Jesus will be celebrated at 
2:30 pm, with blessing and 
procession of the Blessed 
Sacrament.

The University Parish of 
St. John Bosco closes, on 
June 25, the masses be-
tween classes and retur-
ns at the beginning of the 
second semester, always 
at 9h and 20h30.
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